
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 11 January 2018 
 

Present: Akira, Matthew, Akimasa, Ivan, Auguste, Marcel, Sergej, Imad, Toshiaki, Karsten, Claude. 
 
FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS MEETING : 
- A 2-days meeting took place in DESY between Roman and Karsten to progress on the common 

conventions document. A new draft will be presented at the LAL integration meeting. It is agreed to 
distribute it right now to the technical conveners. 

- Strahinja Lukic accepted to take over the beam background simulations and transition from Alejandro 
was organized. Unfortunately Strahinja will be available only until end of this month. New results from 
him are expected on this time scale but a longer term contributor has again to be found. 

- A new software contact for the TPC has also to be defined following Dimitra’s departure. Discussions 
are ongoing within the TPC community. 

- The integration task force meeting has been fixed to 2nd February in LAL-Orsay. 
- The agenda of the Ichinoseki ILD meeting has been defined. 
 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE MEETING IN LAL-ORSAY (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7853/) 
- The meeting is scheduled on February 2nd, starting early in the morning and finishing early enough in 

the afternoon to allow travel back on Friday. Pre-meetings may be scheduled the day before. 
- A mail will be sent soon to the integration task force members and the technical conveners to trigger 

finalization of the agenda. Subdetectors should prepare presentations of their interface documents. 
Presentations on specific issues like TPC support, gap sizes for services… are also foreseen, for which 
suggestions are welcome.    

 
ICHINOSEKI ILD MEETING (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7760/) 
- The meeting is scheduled from 20 to 22 February, but it is recommended to also attend the follow-up 

ILC CFS meeting organized at KEK on Friday 23 (https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7804/) 
- Subdetector conveners should nominate the speakers for the subdetector technical talks on Tuesday 

afternoon. The content should focus on what is expected to be documented by the groups in the ILD 
technical deliverable due end 2018: technological prototypes structure and performances in beam 
tests, remaining improvements required for ILD, etc… 

- Potential speakers for the more general technical talks on Wednesday morning will be contacted by 
Karsten and Claude.   

- A 1.5 hour technical parallel session is reserved on Wednesday afternoon for any issue requiring 
expert discussions. 

 
NEXT VIDYO MEETING: between 12th and 15th February, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 
SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting) : 
- Send new draft of common conventions document to technical conveners (Karsten) 
- Nominate beam BG simulator (VFS) and new TPC software contact (TPC) 
- Trigger agenda of integration task force Orsay meeting (Karsten and Claude) 
- Nominate speakers for subdetector talks of the Ichinoseki meeting (subdetector conveners) 
- Contact speakers for general technical talks at Ichinoseki (Karsten and Claude) 
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